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Abstract
A path dictionary encodes the connections among objects in the aggregation hierarchy. It has been shown to be an efficient mechanism
for supporting nested object queries [6]. In this paper, we present a
new method, called the path dictionary
index method, which combines indexing
techniques
with the path dictionary
method.
We describe the operations
of the new mechanism
and develop cost modeis for

its storage
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Introduction

The concept of class allows object-oriented
database systems (OODBSs) to model complex data more precisely and
conveniently
than the relational
data model. A class may
consist of simple attributes (e.g., of domain integer
or
string)
and complex attributes with user-defined
classes
as their domains.
Since a class C may have a complex
attribute
with domain
C’, an aggregation relationship can
be established between C and C’. Using arrows connecting classes to represent aggregation relationship, a directed
graph, called the aggregation hierarchy, may be built to
show the nested structure of the classes. Figure 1 is an example of an aggregation hierarchy, which consists of four
classes, Person, Vehicle,
Person-Name, and Company. The
class Person has three simple attributes, SSN, Residence
and Age, and two complex attributes, Owns and Name. The
domain classes of the attributes Owns and Name are Vehicle
and Person-Name, respectively.
The class Vehicle is defined by three simple attributes, Id, Color, and Model, and
a complex attribute Manufacturer,
which has Company as
its domain.
Company and Person&me
each consists of two
simple attributes.
Every object in an OODBS is identified by an object
identifier (OID). The OID of an object may be stored as
attribute
values of other objects. If an object 0 is referenced as an attribute of object O’, 0 is said to be nestedin
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1: Aggregation

hierarchy.

0’ and 0’ is referred to as the parent object of 0. Objects
are nested according to the aggregation hierarchy.
OODBSs support
queries involving
nested objects.
These queries are called nested queries. There are two basic approaches to evaluating a nested query: top-down and
bottom-up evaluations.
The top-down approach traverses
the objects starting from an ancestor class to a nested class.
Since the OID in a parent object leads directly to a child
object, this approach is also called a forward traversal approach. On the other hand, the bottom-up
method, also
known as backward traversal, traverses up the aggregation
hierarchy.
A child object, in general, does not carry the
OID of (or an inverse reference to) its parent object. Therefore, in order to identify the parent object(s) of an object,
we have to compare the child object’s OID against
the corresponding complex attribute in the parent class. This is
similar to a relational join when we have more than one
child object to start with. Mixed evaluation is a combination of the top-down and bottom-up
approaches, which
Note that when evis often used for complex queries.
ery reference from an object 0 to another object 0’ (e.g.,
Owns) is accompanied with an inverse reference from 0’ to
0 (e.g., Owned-by), the aggregation hierarchy becomes bidirectional, resulting in no difference between the top-down
and the bottom-up approaches. In this paper, however, we
assume there is no inverse references.
Many access methods have been proposed to support
the complex queries in OODBSs. In particular,
three techniques, namely, indexing [1,2,3], signature file [4,7] and
path dictionary [6], have been proposed recently. (A similar idea to path dictionary has also been used in [5]). In this
paper, we further develop our previous implementation
of
the path dictionary approach [6] and combine it with index*The author is on leave from the Department
of Computer
and Information
Science,
The Ohio State University, Columbus,

OH
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ing, resulting in a new object access mechanism, the path
‘dictionary index (PDI). We find that the storage overhead
and the retrieval and update costs of PDI is better than
that of the path index [3].
There are many kinds of nested queries. However, an access method doesn’t necessarily support all of them. Even
with the same access method, different kinds of queries
may be evaluated differently.
To facilitate our discussion,
we define target classes as the classes from which objects
are retrieved and predicate classes as the classes involved
in the predicates of the query. We classify nested queries
by the folIowiug factors:
1. Relative positions
on the aggregation
l

l

l

l

and predicate

classes

TP: The target class is an ancestor class of the
predicate classes.
PT: The target class is a nested class of the predicate classes.
MX: The target class is an ancestor class of some
predicate class and a nested class of some predicate class.

2. The complexity
l

of the target
hierarchy:

of the predicates:

Simple predicates: The predicate is specified on
a simple attribute.
Based on the operators used
in the predicates, this class of nested queries is
further divided as follows.
- Equality:
=.
- Range: >,>, < and < .
- Inequality:
f.
Complex predicates:
The predicate is specified
on a complex attribute.
Depending on whether
or not an OID is specified in the predicate, this
class can be further divided into:
- Exist: An OID is specified in the predicate.
- Nonexist:
No OID is specified in the predicate.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces s-expressions, an implementation
technique for the path dictionary, and its integration
with indexes. Section 3 discusses the retrieval and update operations with path dictionary
index. Section 4 presents the
performance
analysis and comparison of path index and
path dictionary
index. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section 5.

2

Path

Dictionary

Index

A path dictionary
index (PDI) consists of a path dictionary, an identity index, and a number of attribute indexes.
In a previous paper [6], we proposed the concept of path
dictionary, presented the s-expression scheme for its implementation and evaluated the storage overhead, and query
and update costs. Compared to the path index [3], the
path dictionary
has better overall query performance and
lower storage overhead, but the update performance is inferior. In thii paper, we revise the path dictionary
and
augment it with an identity index and attribute indexes to
speed up its performance.
Instead of sequentially scanning
the path dictionary,
the indexes support rapid access to
s-expressions in the path dictionary, thus dramatically
improving update as well as retrieval performance at the cost
of only a small increase in storage overhead.

Path = Person.Vehicle.Compaoy
Company[ l](Vehicle[5](Person[3], Person[7]), Vebicle[ 12](Person[4]))
Company[2](Vehicle[6](), Vehicle[9]0, Vehicle[ 1110)
Canpany[3](Vehicle[3]())
Company[4](Vebicle[4](), Vehicle[7](Perso~l],
Person[6]))
Company[5](Vehicle[l](Person[2]),
Vehicle[2](Persor@], Person[ 12]),
Vehicle[S](Person[5]), Vehicle[lO]())

((P~son[ol))
Figure 2: Examples of S-expression.

2.1

S-expression

Scheme

A path dictionaryis
created for a path, C~Cz...C,,, in the
aggregation hierarchy.
It is a secondary file containing
nesting information
about the objects in the classes along
the path.
The s-expression scheme encodes into a recursive expression all paths terminating
at the same object in a leaf
class. The s-expression for the path C~CZ...C,, is defined
as follows:
& = 191, where 81 is the OID of an object in class Cl or
null.
Si = ei(Si-l[,Si-11)
1 < i 5 la, where Bi is the OID of
an object in class Ci or null, and Si_l is an s-expression
for the path C’~Cz...Ci-1.
Si is an s-expression of i levels, in which the list associated with Bi contains recursively the OIDs of all ancestor
objects of 8i.l We call it the ancestor Diet of 8;. Except for
the objects in C’~, every object on the path has an ancestor
list, which may be empty.
The path dictionary
for ClC2...C,,
consists of a sequence of n-level s-expressions.
The leading object in
an s-expression, which does not necessarily belong to C,,
is the terminal object of the paths denoted by the sSeveral s-expressions are shown in Figure 2.
expression.
They represent the linkage information
for the objects on
the path Person.Vehicle.Company.
In the examples, we
use Person[i], Vehicle[i],
and Company[i] to refer to the
OIDs of the ith objects in Person, Vehicle
and Company,
respectively.
The first s-expression in the figure indicates
that there are three paths, all terminating
at Company[l],
and that Person[3] and person[‘7] ,connect to ~ompany[l]
through the common node Vehicle[5].
It is possible that
the first i levels of an s-expression are all null, which means
the object on level i + 1 is the terminal object for the
subtree represented by the s-expression. For instance, the
last s-expression in the figure, ((Person[9])),
indicates that
Person[S] has no car and therefore no manufacturer
for the
car. On the other hand, an s-expression may contain null
ancestor
lists, which indicates that the object is not referenced by any other object.
For instance, in the third
s-expression in Fig. 2, the ancestor list for Vehicle[3]
is
empty, meaning that the vehicle doesn’t have an owner. An
advantage of the s-expression scheme is that every object
on the path appears only once in the path dictionary, which
avoids redundant partial path information
introduced
in
other schemes [8].

2.2

Implementation
Scheme

of

the

s-expression

Figure 3(a) illustrates the data structure of an s-expression
for C’~Cz...C,,. SPi in the header points to the first occur’ Although Bi denotes the OID of an object, we use it to refer
to the object itself, as in this case, when no confusion arises.
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FSD

Company[S](Vehicle[

l](Pcrson[2]),

Vehicle[Z]@rson[8],

Person[ 121).

Vehicle[S](Personl5]), Vehicle[lOIU)
03
Page ”

(b)
<OID,.a-adm,>,

(4

~OIL+.s-addr~>.

..o cOoIt& , s-ad&.>

W

Figure 3: Data structure

of an S-expression.

rence of 0; in the s-expression. Following the SPi fields is a
series of (OID, Ofiaet) pairs. At the end of the a-expression
is a special end-of-a-expression
(EOS) symbol. The data
structure mimics the nesting structure in the a-expression.
The OIDs in the data structure are in the same order as the
OIDs in the unwrapped a-expression corresponding to the
data structure.
The offset associated with Bi, 2 < i 5 n,
points to the next occurrence of 8; in the a-express&.
The
OIDs for Cr don’t have offset fields, since all 61’s referencing the same 82 are stored consecutively right after 0s; for
the same reason, SPl is not needed either, since 01’s can
be located by tracing 82’s. Using the SPi and offset values,
we can easily trace the nested relationship
among objects
For example, to obtain the ancestor list
in an s-expression.
associated with Bi, we simply collect the OIDs stored after
Bi until we reach the OID pointed to by Bi’s offset. An
a-expression and its representation
are shown in Fig. 3(b)
and (c), respectively.
An advantage of this representation is that it allows fast
retrieval of OIDs in the same class. To retrieve all OIDs for
class C;, we start with SPi, which will lead us to the first
Bi in the a-expression, and following the associated offset
value we can reach the next Bi, and so on. Thus, we can
quickly scan through all OIDs in a class, skipping the OIDs
of irrelevant classes. Notice that the offset associated with
6, is pointing

to 0, in the nezt a-expression,

because

Figure 4: Path Dictionary Index. (a) Structure of the path dictionary index; (b) leaf node record of the identity index; (c) nonleaf
node of the identity index;
(d) leaf node record of an attribute
index;
(e) nonleaf node of an attribute index.

there

is at most one OID of class C,, in an s-expression.
S-expressions
are stored sequentially
on disk pages.
In order to reduce the number of page accesses, an aexpression is not allowed to cross page boundaries unless
the size of the a-expression is greater than the page size.
If an s-expression is too long to fit into the space left in
a page, a new page is allocated. Consequently, free space
may be left in a page. Updates and insertions may cause
a page to overflow, which requires a new page to be rdlocated and some of the s-expressions in the overflown page
to be moved to the new page. In order to effectively
keep
track of the free space available in the pages, a free space
directory (FSD), which records the pages with free space
above a certain threshold, is maintained at the beginning
of the path dictionary.
The identity index allows us to quickly locate all sexpressions containing a given OID. Since search on the
a-expressions is important
for retrieval and update operations, the identity index significantly
reduce the cost for
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retrieval and update operations. Figure 4(a) illustrates the
physical structure of the path dictionary index, which consists of the free space directory, the s-expression pages, and
augmented indexes. Fig. 4(b) and (c) show the structures
of a leaf node record and a non-leaf node for B+-tree implementation of the identity index, respectively.
An attribute index is built on a simple attribute to map
attribute values into a-expressions in the path dictionary.
It is the same as a regular index (e.g., a Bt-tree).
For instance, given an attribute index on Age of Person, we can
quickly identify all s-expressions referring to persons of a
certain age. Figure 4(d) and (e) shows the structures of an
attribute index’s leaf node record and nonleaf node page.
The OIDs and s-expression addresses (denoted as s-addr)
are used to access the s-expressions of the corresponding
OIDs. Attribute indexes improve the path dictionary’s performance in predicate evaluation and range query processing, because single-value predicates and range predicates
can be performed by efficient index scanning rather than
accessing to all of the objects in the predicate classes.

3

Retrieval
and Update
t ionary Index

with

Path

Dic-

In this section, we specify a nested query Q as having Ct
as the target class and C, as the predicate class, where
1 < t,p 2 n. We use & and BP to denote OIDs of objects
in class C, and C,.
We assume that a path dictionary
index for the path
CrC2...C,, has been created. Indexp is the attribute index
based on an attribute of C,. The path dictionary supports
all classes of the nested queries. The following strategies
are applicable to both TP and PT queries.
Simple predicates:
We use the attribute
value specified in the predicate to search attribute index Indexp
for the corresponding
addresses of the s-expressions.
Through the addresses, we can obtain the s-expressions

.. When an indexed simple attribute

and derive from the s-expressions the OIDs for Ct.
PDI allows us to avoid accessing any objects from the
database. Assuming that the attribute Name of Company
is indexed by Index name, we can answer a query %etrieve persons who owns cars made by GM” by first
searching Index,,,,
using “GM” as the search key to
obtain the addresses of the s-expressions corresponding
to “GM”. After the s-expressions are accessed through
the addresses, the OfDs of the Person objects in the sexpressions are returned.
Owing to space limitations,
we only present the strategy for queries with equality
operator; the other classes of queries can be derived in
a similar way [S].

is modified: the corresponding attribute
index has to be updated, while
the path dictionary
and the identity index need not
be changed. Suppose one of the indexed attributes
of
an object, identified by 8, is modified.
Let A@ be the
address of the s-expression containing 0. The update
of the attribute indexes is accomplished by two index
scans: one to delete Ae from the leaf node corresponding to the old attribute
due,
and the other to insert
Ae to the leaf node corresponding to the new attribute
value.
When one of the complex attributes
connecting
the
path is modified: Suppose object Oi changes its complex attribute from Oi+i to O:+i (Oi, Oi+l and Oi+r
are identified by Bi, 0i+r and r3it1.) If none of the
direct attributes of class C; and none of the direct attributes of Ci’s ancestor classes are indexed, we have to
search the path dictionary
through the identity index
to find the s-expressions containing 0; and f3&, . Then,
& and its ancestor list are moved from the ancestor
list oft&l
to the ancestor list of @it,. Meanwhile, the
identity index has to be updated by changing the old
s-expression address in @i’s leaf node to the new address. However, if some direct attributes
of class Ci
or Ci’s ancestor classes are indexed, we also have to
update those attribute
indexes, which is the same as
described above.

Complex
predicates:
Attribute
indexes have great advantages on predicate evaluation.
Unfortunately,
they
don’t benefit queries with complex predicates, which
require scanning the identity
index or sequentially
searching the path dictionary.
The strategies for answering this class of nested queries
are different depending on the existence of t$, in the
predicate.
Exist:

If 0, is specified in the predicate, we can use
the identity index to locate the s-expressions containing 8, from the path dictionary and derive et
from the s-expression for predicate evaluation. If
the relationship
between 8, and Bt satisfies the
predicate, et is returned.
For example, to answer a query “retrieve persons who have a car
made by Company[l]“, we search the identity index using CompanyElI as the key, obtain from the
path dictionary
the s-expressions corresponding
to company[l], and derive from the s-expressions
the OIDs of person objects.

Nonexist:
If no 6$ is specified in the predicate, we
will scan the path dictionary for the s-expressions
in which the predicate on Ct and C, is satisfied, and return et. Take “retrieve persons who
don’t have a car” as an example.
we sequentially search the s-expressions in the path dictionary for the pattern “((Person?))”
and return
the matching person objects. Without the path
dictionary, we will have to examine every person
object in the database and check if the Owns attribute is null or not. On the other hand, to evaluate “retrieve vehicles which are not owned by any
person” (the PT case), we sequentially
scan the
path dictionary
and simply return all the vehicle
objects with an empty ancestor list (i.e., vehicle objects matching the pattern “Vehicle?{)“).
Without the path dictionary, the query would be
very expensive since it requires a scan through
the Vehicle
class to collect all OIDs in it, another scan through the person class to collect all
OIDs under the Owns attribute
(i.e., all vehicles
with owners), and a set difference between the
two result sets.
When changes are made to the database, the path information in the dictionary must be updated. Operations
such as update, insertion, deletion, creation, destruction
and destroy will require updates to the path dictionary.
Due to space constraints, we only describe the update operation. The PDI has to be updated in the following situations:

Assume that the attribute Age of class Personis indexed
by Index,,,.
Let’s consider the following update examples.
The update “change person[l]‘s
age from 50 to 51” will
not change the path dictionary and the identity index, but
Indexage has to be searched twice to move Person[l]‘s
sexpression address from the leaf node corresponding
to 50
to the leaf node corresponding
to 51. Next, to “change
Peraon[l]‘s
car from Vehicle[‘T]
to Vehicle[lO]“,
we first
use the identity index to locate the s-expressions corresponding to Vehicle[7]
and Vehicle[lO].
The path dictionary is updated by moving person[l] from the s-expression
corresponding
to Vehicle[‘T]
to the s-expression
corresponding to Vehicle[lO].
The identity index is then updated by changing the leaf node of Person[l]
from pointing to the s-expression corresponding
to Vehicle[7]
to
that corresponding
to Vehicle[lO].
Finally, the attribute
index Indexage has to be updated by removing the sexpression address corresponding to Vehicle{71 and inserting the s-expression address corresponding
to Vehicle[lO]
into the leaf node of Indexas, corresponding
to the age of
Person[l].

4

Storage
uat ion

Cost

and Performance

Eval-

In this section, we formulate the cost models for the path
index and path dictionary index methods to analyze and
compare their storage overhead and query processing performance. We select the path index as a reference point
in the comparison, because it can be generally applied to
queries with different target classes as long as the classes
are on the indexed path (i.e., TP queries). However, the
path index can’t be used for PT queries, because its structure implies a bottom-up evaluation.
The path dictionary
and path dictionary
index are general enough to provide
significant support for both TP and PT queries.
In order to facilitate
our comparison,
we adopt some
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4.1

Storage

Path

Index

Overhead

To create a path index for a primitive attribute,
A,,j, of
the class C,,; which maps the key values of An,j to every
classes on the path C;Cz...CR, the number of pages needed
for leaf nodes is [3]:
If XP< P:
common parameters from [3]. We use the following parameters to describe the characteristics
of the classes and
their attributes on the path, C~CZ...C,,, and the structures
of these two organizations.
N;:
the number of objects in class Ci, 1 5 i 5 n.
si:
the average size of an object in class Ci.
Ai:
the complex attribute of Ci used on the path,
l<i<n.
Di:
the number of distinct values for complex attribute Ai.
ki:
the ratio of shared reference between objects
in CRASS
Ci and values for Ai. (6; = Ni/Di.)
Ai,j:
the jth simple attribute of Ci, 1 <_ i 5 n.
Ui,jE the number of distinct values for simple attribute AQ of class Ci.
the ratio of shared attribute
value between
qi,j:
objects in class Ci and values for attribute
Ai,j. (qi,j = Ni/Ui,j.)
the average ratio of shared references, i.e.,
K:
k’s, and shared attribute values, i.e., q’s.
WIDL: the length of an object identifier.
P: the page size.
PP: the length of a page pointer.
f: average fanout from a nonleaf node in the
path index, identity
index, and attribute
indexes.
kl:
average length of a key value in path index
and attribute indexes.
01:
the sum of the key length, record length, and
number of path fields in the path index.
OFFL;: the length of an offset field in the path
dictionary.
SL: the length of the start field in the path
dictionary.
FSL: the length of the free space field in the free
space directory.
EL: the length of EOS.

where XP=
If XP> P:

are no partial

instantiation,

which implies

LP = Un,jfXP/P],

The number of nonleaf pages is:

NLP=

[LO/f

+ [[LO/fl/f]

+ . .. + 1,

where LO = min(U,,j, LP).
The total number of pages needed for the path index is:

PIS = LP + NLP.
Path

Dictionary

Index

Each object in the path dictionary, except for those in the
root class of the path, is associated with an offset. Therefore, an object will take at most (UIDL -t OFFL) bytes
in an s-expression.
The average number of objects in an
s-expression is:

NOBJ=l+K,,l

+K,-~K~--~+...+I(,-IK~--~...K~.

Thus, the average size of an s-expression

is:

SS= SL.(n - 1) + ( UIDL + 0FFL)NOBJ

+ EL.

The number of pages needed for all of the s-expressions
the path is:

ssp-

YWlJ'lSSJl
- { NJSSIP~

on

if SSlJ'

SS > P.

if

The number of pages needed for the free space directory

is:

FSD = fSSP(pp f FSL)/P].
The number of leaf pages needed for the identity
LPidentity

=

fNOBJ.Nn/[P/(

NLPidentity

=

index is:

UIDL-tpp)Jl.

The number of the nonleaf pages for identity

index is:

rLPidentity/f+rrLPide”tity/f]/fl+..

-+I.

The total number of pages needed for the identity

that

III’

For an attribute
2. All key values have the same length.

4. All attributes

01 + DS,
UIDLn-t-pp).

DS = [(kl kz.sekn-1*qn,j*UIDLn+kl+oZ)/Pf(

D; = N;+r.

3. Attribute
values are uniformly distributed
objects of the class defining the attribute.

+ ICI+ 01.

UIDL.n

where XP = k1k2...kn--l eq,+. UIDLen + 11 +

Performance is measured by the number of I/O accesses.
Since a page is the basic unit for data transfer between
the main memory and the external storage, we use it to
estimate the storage overhead and the performance cost.
All lengths and sizes used above are in bytes.
To directly adopt the formulae developed in [3], we follow their assumptions:
1. There

klkz...k,-1*q,,j*

=

Lpidentity

+

index is:

NLPidentity-

index based on the jth primitive

attribute,

Ai,j, of the class Ci, the average number of pages needed
for a leaf node record is:

among the

XPA;,~ = kl+

are single-valued.

01$

qi,j( UIDL+ pp).

The number of leaf node pages needed is:

Further, we adopt the parameter values in [3]. Table 1 lists
the values chosen for the path dictionary.

[ui,j/[p/xpAi
LPAi,j

111

=

vi,jrxpAi,j/pI,

j Jl>

if

XPAi,j

5

if

xPAi,j

> P.

P

The number

of nonleaf pages is:

-

7000

I

I

1

PIS PDIS -

6000
where LO,+,,; = min(lJi,j, LPA,,~).
Thus, the total number of pages needed for indexing
is:
AIPA,,~ = LPA,,, + NLPA,,;.
As a result, the number
tionary index is:

Ai,j

I

-

5000
P
g” 4000
e

of pages needed for the path dic-

S

3000
PDIS =
where indexl,
created.

FSD + SSP+ UP+ AIPindez= + AIPindes=
+ * * * + AIPindat,
1
indexz,

. . . . index,,,

are the attribute

indexes
5

0

10

Comparison

Retrieval

Path

Index

PDIR =

+

hAi,j

Therefcre,

[XPAi,j/P]

+

N,IQ

the number

*

of

fSS/Pl

where N,~Q is the number of objects in class C, satisfying
the predicate in Q and hAi, j = height of the attribute index
-1.

Comparison
We use the same parameters and assumptions as we used
in evaluating the storage cost. We use PIR and PDIR to
represent the retrieval costs of the path index and the path
dictionary index, respectively.
First, we assume that the query has Cl as the target
class, C+ as the predicate class, and Ah,, as the predicate
attribute.
We assume that all I; and q values equal to an
average ratio, K. As before, we increase K from 1 to 25 to
observe the effect on retrieval cost.
10000

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

5

10

15

20

Cost
P
g”
e

10

1
0

25

K

Index

The path dictionary
index supports both TP and PT
queries. To answer a query Q using the path dictionary
index, we need to traverse a number of nonleaf nodes and
one leaf node record in the attribute index, IndexA,,j,
and

100

S

where h = height of path index - 1, and XP is the size of
a leaf node record in the path index.

Dictionary

25

Figure 5: Storage overhead.

then access the path dictionary.
pages accessed is:

Since the structure of the path index implies a bottom-up
evaluation, it can’t be applied to PT queries. Therefore,
the traditional
forward traversal approach is used. The
cost model for evaluating
TP queries with the path index
is given in [3]. The number of pages accessed for retrieval
is:
PIR = h + [XP/ P] .

Path

20

K

Using the formulae developed above, we compare the storage overhead of the path index and path dictionary index.
We choose a path of 4 classes in the comparison. A primitive attribute,
A~J, is chosen for indexing.
Also, we fix
the cardinality
of iVr to 200000 and the average size of an
object to 80 bytes. In the following, we use PIS and PDIS
to represent the storage overhead of the path index and
path dictionary index.
To observe the impact of the ratios of shared references
and shared key values on the storage overhead, we vary
the average ratio, K, from 1 to 25. Figure 5 shows that
PIS < PDIS when K = 1 and 2, and that PDIS < PIS
when 3 < K 5 25. The explanation
for the case of K = 1
is that, when there are no shared references and key values
in the database, the structure of an s-expression in the path
dictionary index is similar to that of a leaf node record in
the path index, except that extra storage overhead is incurred for the offset fields in the s-expressions, the identity
index, and the leaf node records in the attribute indexes.
However, the amount of redundant path information in the
path index increases when the ratios of shared references
and shared key values increase. Therefore, we can conclude
that, in general, the path dictionary iudex has better storage overhead than the path index.

4.2

15

Figure 6: Retrieval

cost.

Figure 6 indicates that the path index has lower reHowever, as K increases,
the effect
trieval
cost initially.
of redundant path information
in the path index becomes
dominant, costing more page accesses. After k = 5, the
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Path

path dictionary
index has a lower retrieval cost than the
path index.
To compare the overall retrieval performance of the two
methods, we select the following mix of queries for evaluation: (We only include the TP class of the queries in the
list, because PT queries are not supported by path index.)

Index

Suppose that the path index is based ou the simple attribute, A,,,1 of the class C,,. To determine the nested
attribute values in An,1 for Oi+r and O:,,, we need two
forward traversal to A-,1:
FT=

1. Three queries in which the indexed attribute,
A~J, of
Ca is the only predicate attribute, and each with 4, Ce
or C’s as the target class.

class, and each

Therefore, the number
the path index is:

Since the queries in 2 and 3 are not supported by the
path index, we have to use the traditional forward traversal
or backward traversal approaches to evaluate these queries.
When the queries are not supported by the path index, we
use the cost models for retrieval without path index/path
dictionary developed in [6] to compute the retrieval cost.
100000 k

I

I

I

I

+ [Si+l/P]

f ... + [SnIPI-

To simplify the cost model, we assume that O;+l and O:+i
have different key values and that they are in different leaf
node pages of the path index. To search through the nonleaf nodes of the path index and to read and write the
leaf pages for Oi+i and Oi+,, the number of page accesses
needed is:
co = h + S[XP/Pl.

2. Three queries in which a non-indexed attribute,
Al+?,
of C4 is the predicate attribute,
and each with Cl,&
or Ca as the target class.
3. Two queries in which Cl is the target
with C2 or Cs as the predicate class.

[S/P1

of pages accesses for update

PIU=

Path

Dictionary

2(CO+

with

FT).

Index

There are three different cases in which we have to update
the path dictionary index:
1. An indexed simple attribute
Ai,j is modiied:
in this
case, the update necessary for the PDI is to update
the attribute
index involved.
Since two index scans
are needed, the number of page accesses for update
with PDI is:

?I

10000
P
a
g
e

= height of the attribute index - 1 and
where h&i
XPA~,~ is the size of a leaf node record in the attribute
index.
2. The complex attribute Ai+1 of 0; is changed from 8i+l
to 6th and no attribute in Ci and Ci’s ancestor classes
are indexed. In this case, the update cost is:
100 ’
0

I

I

I

I

I

5

10

15

20

25

PDIu=

7: General

retrieval

cost.

As before, we vary the average ratio of shared references
and shared key values, K, from 1 to 25 to observe the
retrieval performance of the methods with respect to K.
Fig. 7 shows that PDIR has a much better overall retrieval
performance than PIR. The overall performance of PDIR
will be better if we index more attributes
on the path.
Likewise, the overall retrieval performance of the database
will improve if we create more path indexes on different
attributes.
However, some queries, such as PT queries,
won’t be supported at all by the path index method. Also,
the cost of building more path indexes is very expensive.

4.3

Update

+ 2 + 2[SS/Pl),

3. If one of the attributes in Ci or Ci’s ancestor classes
are indexed, e.g., Ai,j, the attribute index has to be
updated too. Therefore, the number of page accesses
for update with PDI is:

K
Figure

2(hentity

pDIu=

2(hidsntity

+z(hAi,j

+

2 +

2[ss/Pl)

+2[XPAi,j/Pl)>

= height of the attribute index - 1 and
where h&,
xPAi j is th e size of a leaf node record in the attribute
index:

Comparison

Cost

To simplify the analysis, we do not include the costs due to
page overflow caused by insertion or update operations. In
the following, we assume that the complex attribute Ai+1
of Oi is changed from Bi+i to &+I (Bi+r and @:+I are OIDs
of Oi+l and Oitl).
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For the first two cases, both of the path index and the path
dictionary index are required to update their indexes. For
the third case, the path index doesn’t have to be updated,
because the indexed attribute in the path index must be
at the leaf class of the path. However, this is why the path
index doesn’t support PT queries. In our comparison, we
choose the formula for case 2 to compute the update cost,
PDIU, of the path dictionary index, since it’s expected to
be higher than the cost for case 1.

I

I

I

I
PIU PDIU -

!
-

databases. We are currently investigating
a new method
which combines the signature file technique with the path
dictionary and developing cost models for the new organization.
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Cost.

Figure 8 depicts the update costs of the three methods.
Initially,
the path index has the same update cost as that
of the path dictionary
index.
However, as K increases,
the update cost of the path index dramatically
increases,
while the update costs for the path dictionary index remain
relatively low.

5

PI E.

Conclusion

In this paper, we classified nested queries in OODBS and
introduced the path dictionary
and path dictionary index
methods for nested query evaluation.
We also developed
cost models for the storage overhead and retrieval and up
date costs, and compared the costs to that of the path
index method.
For most of the comparisons, we varied
the average ratio of the shared references and the shared
key values to observe its impact on the performance and
overhead of the two mechanisms.
When only one attribute
is indexed, the storage overhead for the path dictionary index is better than that of the
path index, except for very small reference ratios. When
more than one attribute
are indexed, we expect the storage overhead for the path index method to be drastically
larger than that of the path dictionary index. The storage
requirement for the path dictionary itself is constant. The
extra storage needed for the path dictionary index to index
on new attributes is to create the attribute indexes, which
is low comparing to creating new path indexes. Thus, it
is affordable to create many attribute indexes on the path
dictionary.
Generally speaking, the path dictionary index method
has better retrieval performance.
The path index method
is better than the path dictionary organization
only when
the average ratio of shared references and key values is extremely low. Furthermore,
when considering a general mix
of nested queries, the performance of the path dictionary
index is significantly
better than that of the path index.
Also, the path index can’t be used to support the kind of
queries in which the predicate class is located on top of the
target class. For the update operation, the performance
of the path dictionary index method is better than that of
the path index method under rdl conditions.
We have shown that the path information
embedded
among objects can be exploited to significantly
improve
the performance of nest object queries in object-oriented
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